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Objectifs	du	projet	(2020-2023)	
o  Observer	 des	 signaux	 de	 strain	 avec	 de	 la	

fibre	optique	sur	un	volcan	actif	

o  Caractériser	 et	 calibrer	 le	 signal	 enregistré	
par	 la	 fibre	 en	 le	 comparant	 à	 des	 signaux	
enregistrés	 par	 les	 capteurs	 inertiels	 (BB	 et	
nodes)	 ou	 autre	 capteur	 optique	 (Fabry-
Pérot).	

o  Analyser	 les	 processus	 de	 couplage	 avec	 le	
sol	

o  Tester	 la	 géométrie	 de	 réseaux	 denses	 de	
fibre	

o  Analyser	 la	 propagation	 du	 champ	 d'ondes	
dans	la	structure	volcanique	

o  Analyser	 les	 processus	 éruptifs:	 localisation	
de	sources	dans	le	conduit	

o  Imager	les	structures	à	différentes	échelles	

o  Evaluer	 les	 applications	 pour	 le	 risque	
volcanique	(Défense	civile	italienne)	

Enregistreur	Febus-Optics	



Situation	tectonique	et	dynamique	éruptive	

Carazzato	et	al.,	2008	

significant consequences for our understanding of the VLP source
mechanisms and for volcano monitoring in general.

When the eruption ceased on 2 April, the position of the VLP
seismicity moved upwards, reaching a stable dip of ! 9!. This
inclination is B5! deeper than before the eruption (Fig. 2a),
suggesting that the magma level only partially recovered its initial
position. This observation is consistent with the lower elevation
of the craters after the eruption (Fig. 1b,c), due to the B65 m of
subsidence in the terrace floor6. The topographic elevation of the
crater floor limits the position of the magma level and appears to
limit the level and the depth of the VLP seismicity within the
conduit, as we now discuss.

Tracking crater growth and VLP seismicity. Using thermal
image analysis, we tracked the evolution of the crater terrace from

January 2006 until January 2013. The deposition of hot scoria
ejected by the persistent explosive activity falling on the crater rim
provided a strong thermal contrast between the ground and the
cold background sky, allowing the tracking of the crater terrace’s
elevation changes through time.

The thermal image analysis shows that the position of the
craters remained at a stable elevation of B760 m a.s.l. until the
onset of the eruption (Fig. 2b). During the 7–9 March collapse,
the crater terrace dropped far below the field of view of the
thermal camera. After 2 April 2007, at the eruption’s end, the
thermal camera again detected the growth of the crater terrace as
a consequence of the resumed explosive activity at the vent.
Remarkably, changes in the topographic elevation of the craters
are associated with the variations in the VLP seismicity position
(Fig. 2b), confirming the link between the VLP seismicity and the
magma level within the conduit.
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Figure 1 | (a) Shaded relief map of Stromboli with the main lava flow during the 2007 eruption and position of the lateral effusive vent at 400 m
elevation in the Sciara del Fuoco (SdF). Scale bar, 2 km. Location of the geophysical network operating during the 2007 eruption: the star (ROC) indicates
the position of the thermal camera (uncooled microbolometer FLIR-A20), the triangle (STR) represents the position of the broad-band seismic station
(CMG-40T, 800 Vm! 1 s! 1, eigenperiod 30 s), and the circles (LSC and OHO) mark the two tiltmeters (Pinnacle 5000T sampled at 1 Hz and with a
sensitivity of 1 nrad). The black square delimits the area represented in b and c. (b) Close-up of the crater area before the 7–9 March 2007 crater terrace
collapse. (c) Crater area after the collapse (red dashed line). Scale bars, 100 m (b,c). (d) The volcano seen from the north, with a sketch of the shallow
reservoir with the parameters used to calculate the discharge model. Scale bar, 2 km. QU represents the supply rate from the reservoir above the lateral
vent, QD (0.7 m3 s! 1) is the steady magma supply rate from depth, Q is the effusive rate from the lateral vent, a (1.5 m) is the radius of the effusive channel,
L (98–154 m) is the length of the channel, h is the magma level above the effusive vent (286–363 m) and R (95±5 m) is the radius of the reservoir within
the considered vesicularity range of 0.14 and 0.45. b and c are redrawn after6.
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at the scale of days to weeks [Harris and Ripepe, 2007a] but can be considered as constant on time scales of a
few hours. Consequently, our observations are representative of the activity of a determined vent at a
determined time. For that reason, we labeled vent activities by using a common convention, based on the
source volcano, vent area, eruption year, and specific vent (e.g., S-NE14c is the activity of vent “c” at the
northeast vent area of Stromboli in 2014). In total, 35 vent activities were scrutinized, most of them at
Stromboli (28 cases), while Batu Tara, Etna, and Yasur represent respectively 3, 2, and 2 cases.

For each vent activity we captured thermal infrared videos by using FLIR SC655 and SC660 uncooled
microbolometer-based thermal infrared cameras with spectral sensitivity ranging from 7.5 to 13μm (Figure 3).
Both cameras have been calibrated yearly in a laboratory, and a first-order correction of the atmospheric
absorption was achieved through the control software of the cameras, taking into account air temperature,
humidity, and the distance to the target. In addition, we checked that there are no saturated pixels on the
videos. Accordingly, uncertainties on the absolute temperature are estimated at around 10%. Each video
sequence lasts from 1min to 2 h and includes 1 to 30 explosions. Due to field and meteorological constraints,
only 21 vent activities were suitable for detailed analysis (Table 2).

3.2. A Standardized Representation of Strombolian Activity

The direct comparison of vent activities is not straightforward due to the diversity of observation contexts
(Table 2). In particular, we have to deal with various distances from the observation point to the vent (from
238 to 649m from the vents), various dip angles (from horizontal to 63°), and variable background (atmo-
sphere, crater rim, hot rock, or any combination of them). To enable a quantitative analysis of the data, we
rescaled and processed the thermal infrared videos by using a common standardized algorithm.

The first step consists of scaling the images. We estimate the pixel size based on the characteristics of the
camera and the lens and the distance from the crater to the vent measured by a laser rangefinder:

dx ¼ D p=f (1)

where dx represents the image resolution, D the distance from the camera to the target, p the size of a
physical pixel of the cameras (17μm for FLIR SC655 and SC660), and f the focal length of the lens. For the
cases where the line of sight is not horizontal, the vertical pixel size dymust be corrected from the dip angle
of the camera φ (0° representing a horizontal line), i.e., assuming that the jets are mostly vertical:

dy ¼ D p= fcos φð Þð Þ (2)

dx and dy are used to rescale the images by cropping them into 25× 10m vertical rectangles with the vent
centered near the base.

In a second step, hot gas and pyroclasts are highlighted by subtracting the temperature of the background
from the images. The background is defined as the image that would be acquired if there were no pyroclasts,
i.e., not only the immobile landscape and the atmospheric clouds but also the hot rocks lying on the ground.
Since pyroclasts are generally hotter than the background, the latter can be computed as the minimum
temperature of each pixel during a time sequence [Gaudin et al., 2014a]. This time sequence should be as

Figure 3. Thermal images of vent activities, with the ejection of hot gas (S-C12a and S-C13b), bombs (E-NE14a and Y-B11a), and ash (B-14b). S, E, Y, and B refer to
Stromboli, Etna Yasur, and Batu Tara volcanoes, respectively, capital letters: vent areas; numbers: year; small letters: individual vents (see also Movies S1–S5). The
colorbars show the minimum and maximum temperatures recorded in the image.
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(ref.6). These small pulses are related to the emission of small over-pressurized gas pockets at the surface of the 
magma column19, and represent the active degassing of the magma column at open-vent systems (puffing). This 
puffing represents the “active” expression of the continuous degassing of the magma column8.

At Stromboli, most puffing activity is located at the C crater, although it sometimes also occurs along the 
NE-SW elongated vents10,16. During the 2014 activity, infrasound signals came from the C crater (Fig. 4b,c). As 
the volcanic activity was quite high before the flank eruption10, signals from puffing were recorded not only by 
the infrasonic sensor, but also by the seismometer during the PP. Puffing activity at the C crater was very vigorous 
relative to usual periods, and could be classified as rapid spattering20. It should be noted here that small puffing 
activity never stopped and continued also during the QP. This is confirmed by the back-azimuth of infrasound 
signal which was pointing to the stable C crater direction of ~270°N (Fig. 4c). This fact indicates that the puffing 
continuously occurred with different amplitude (Fig. 4a) at the C crater throughout the cycles of QP-PP-EP.

The PP continued for variable periods on the order of several minutes, and then ended with a large transient 
EP associated with a Strombolian explosion at the C crater, and a very-long-period (VLP) event (red arrows in 
Fig. 3d). It means that Strombolian explosion coexisted with puffing at the C crater before the flank eruption. 
The small transient signals during the PP and large explosive event of the EP show similar waveforms, but the EP 
waveform displays slightly broader spectral peaks (EP in Fig. 3a). Seismic VLP events not related to this charac-
teristic cycle showing different waveform and larger amplitude were also observed during large explosions occur-
ring at other craters (VLPs with blue and green arrows in Fig. 3d). SO2 measurement of Strombolian explosion 
suggested that the signal amplitude of VLP scales with the volume of gas released during the explosion21 and this 
can explain the small VLP signal associated with the EP.

Figure 2. Vertical ground velocity seismogram at RFR (black) and infrasonic signal recorded by an element 
of the infrasound array (blue) during the 6 hours following the UTC time denoted on each y-axis on July 28, 
2014. Both traces show a similar characteristic cycle in amplitude fluctuation. Grey and blue shaded periods are 
magnified in Figs 3b and 4a respectively.

Figure 3. (a) Spectrogram of vertical ground velocity, (b) Seismogram of original vertical velocity, (c) High-
pass filtered seismogram (>10 Hz), and (d) Band-pass filtered seismogram (0.02–0.2 Hz) of grey shaded interval 
in Fig. 2. The spectrogram was calculated using a Fast Fourier Transform of 512 data points (time window of 
5.12 s with a sliding interval of 1 s) and smoothed by a Parzen window. The green, red, and blue horizontal bars 
at the top of the figure indicate the timing of QP, PP, and EP respectively. The red arrows indicate the timing 
of explosions at the C crater. Very-long-period (VLP) events associated with explosions occurred at different 
craters are indicated by blue (NE) and green (SW) arrows. Infrasound waveform in the same time window is 
shown in Fig. 4. The grey shaded period in Fig. 3b is magnified in Supplementary Fig. 1.
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Activité	sismique	entre	0.02	Hz	et	50	Hz	

QP:	Quiet	phase	
PP:	Puffing	phase	
EP:	Explosion	phase	

Explosions	from:	
-	North-East	
-	Central	
-	South-West	craters	



BB	seismic	sensors,	Tilmeters,	infrasound	sensors,	Optic	
and	thermal	cameras,	SO2	camera,	Multigas	sensors	Monitoring	network	



Campagne	septembre	2020	
1	km	de	câble	(8	fibres,	«tight	

buffered»)	
22	nodes	3C		(5	Hz):	

SmartSolo	IGU-16HR	3C	(250	Hz)	
1	sismomètre	(30	s):	

	Guralp	CMG-40T	(100	Hz)	

DAS	interrogator:	
Febus	A1-R	(V3)	

Enregistrement:		
21-23/09	2020	
-  Gauge	length	=	5m	
-  Echantillonnage	

spatial	=	2.4	m	
-  Fréquence	

d’échantillonnage	
=		200	Hz	

-  363	points	de	
mesure	

-  Orientation	du	
câble	en	couleurs	



Creuser	une	tranchée	
30-40	cm	de	profondeur	

Dérouler	le	câble	

Reboucher	et	tasser	

Technique	d’installation	de	la	fibre	



Contenu	spectral	

Microséismes	secondaires	

Microséismes	secondaires	

Mauvaise	résolution	du	DAS	a	basse	
fréquence	(cut-off	à	c.3	Hz)	



Signal		de	strain	rate	d’une	explosion	



VLP	enregistré	par	le	DAS	

VLP	seismic	events:	
•  Filtré	entre	0.03-1	Hz;	
•  Cycles	inflation-déflation-inflation;	
•  Intimement	lié	aux	processus	de	coalescence-rising-explosion	de	grosses	bulles	de	

gaz	dans	le	conduit.	



Strain	rate	filtré	0.03	–	1	Hz	



Comparaison	de	formes	d’ondes	SR	vs	vitesse	

La	 possibilité	 d'utiliser	 les	 méthodes	 sismiques	 classiques	 dépend	 de	 la	
capacité	 à	 convertir	 de	 manière	 fiable	 les	 mesures	 de	 déformation	 en	
mouvements	du	sol.	



Wang	et	al.,	2018;	Lindsey	et	
al.,	2020;	Lior	et	al.,	2021	

Conversion	de	strain	(rate)	en	déplacement	du	sol:	
Méthode	ponctuelle	

Conversion	par	estimation	de	la	lenteur	apparente	le	
long	de	la	fibre	du	strain	en	vitesse	ou	strain	rate	en	
accelération	



Méthode	par	différences	finies	des	
vitesses		

Géophone		

Canal	DAS	

Wang	et	al.,	2018	



Analyse	d’antenne	

approach. The predicted slowness vectors were not calculated with synthetic313

seismograms, but by finite-di↵erences ray tracing in a 3-D velocity structure.314

This approach is a priori lighter in computing time and very similar to what315

we are doing in this work. Both approaches used the horizontal components316

of the slowness vector.317

3.1. Slowness vector estimation318

We estimate the slowness vector by solving equation:319

⌧ij = S · rij (1)

where the dot denotes the usual scalar product, S = (�s sin ✓,�s cos ✓) is320

the slowness vector, ✓ is the back-azimuth, measured clockwise from the321

north and rij is the relative position vector. Time delays are calculated be-322

tween each pair of seismometers for successive time windows moved along the323

seismograms by using the cross-spectral method [Jenkins and Watts (1998);324

Poupinet et al. (1984) ; Frechet (1985); Got et al. (1994)]. The length of325

the moving window was fixed to 2.56 s and 10.24 sec, given the frequency326

band analyzed, with an overlap of 90 percent. Given a set of time delays ⌧ij327

and errors �⌧ij and assuming 1) the wavefield is composed by non-dispersive328

plane waves, 2) only one wave propagates across the array or one is dominant329

in a given signal window and 3) the medium beneath the array is laterally330

homogeneous, the slowness vectors can be estimated by a linear inversion331

(standard least squares) of the time delays [Métaxian et al. (2002)]. The332
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1)	i,j	nodes	du	réseau	
2)	i,j	canaux/segment	du	réseau	



Campagne	de	mesures	2021	(15/09	–	21/10)		
Objectifs:	
-  Évolution	 du	 couplage	 avec	 le	 temps,	 la	 météo,	

comparaison	avec	d’autres	capteurs	inertiels	et	optiques	
-  Localisation	 de	 l’activité	 magmatique	 dans	 les	

différentes	cratères	

Données:	
-  3km	de	cable	x	2	(aller-retour)	
-  38	nodes	+	3	large	bande	
-  Strain	 meter	 optique	 Fabry-

pérot	



Conclusions	et	perspectives	

•  Déploiement	de	3	km	de	câble	à	moins	d’un	km	du	cratère	(ouverture	30°)	

•  Les	formes	d’onde	de	strain	mesurées	avec	le	DAS	sont	bien	corrélées	avec	les	
formes	d’ondes	de	vitesse	mesurées	avec	les	géophones	

•  Résultats	préliminaires	d’analyse	d’antenne	

•  Thèse	financée	par	Monidas	de	Francesco	Biagioli	(UNIFI-IPGP)	2021-2024	

•  Différentiation	de	l’activité	des	différentes	bouches	éruptives	en	localisant	les	
sources	éruptives	(mesures	de	décalages	temporels)	

•  Extension	du	réseau	de	fibre	autour	de	la	zone	des	cratères	septembre	2022	

•  Activité	plus	profonde	(sous	le	réservoir	magmatique):	remontée	du	magma	
depuis	le	réservoir	profond	(10	km)	

•  Essais	au	printemps	2022	avec	des	3	OBS	

•  Extension	de	câbles	optiques	en	s’éloignant	des	cratères	jusqu’à	la	mer	et	sous	
marins	


